
CBSE creates ‘Hubs of Learning’ to encourage collaboration among schools 
 
In order to ensure enhancement of quality of education and to promote self 
improvement, CBSE has framed groups of 4-6 neighbourhood schools for 
collaborative growth. These groups will form Hubs of Learning. 
 

"The main aim of this collaborative partnership between schools is to create an 
ecosystem for the schools to effectively take up all-round self-improvement. This 
collaboration will not only allow exposure to best practices, but also the possibility of 
adaptation or replication of these practices," a statement released by CBSE said. 
CBSE also emphasized that small schools with limited resources can teach as much 
as any large school with several resources. 
 

Through this initiative, schools in the area will be able to share a range of ideas, 
instructional and assessment strategies which would help individual teachers to 
improve classroom practices and contribute to their continuous professional 
development. 
 

The areas on which the schools are expected to collaborate which includes academic 
collaboration, resource sharing, professional development of teachers, staff, 
systematic reforms, etc. 
 

The schools which are part of the Hub are ;- 
1.DAV Public School, Pushpanjali Encalve  ( Lead collaborator) 
2. Parag Bharti Model School, Veena Enclave, Nangloi Delhi  
3. Good Samaritan School, Sector 8, Jasola, Delhi 
4. Vidya Jain Public School, Sector 6,Rohini, Delhi 
5. C.R. Saini Public School, Sainik Vihar, Nangloi, Delhi 
6. St. Mark’s Girls Sr. Sec. School, A Block, Meera Bagh, Delhi 
 

Members:- 
1. Mrs. Rashmi Raj Biswal – Principal ( DAVPS, PushpanjaliEnclave) 
2. Mrs Monika Grover – Academic Head, Coordinator HOL( DAVPS, Pushpanjali 
Enclave) 
3. Mrs. Jyotsna Kumar – Coordinator Cambridge, Coordinator HOL (DAVPS, 
Pushpanjali Enclave) 
4. Mr Pradeep   - Administrative Head (DAVPS, Pushpanjali Enclave) 
5. Ms. Shikha – PGT physics, Coordinator HOL  (St. Mark’s Girls SR. Sec. School) 
6. Ms. Neetu KumARI – P.Ed Teacher (Parag Bharti Model School) 
7. Ms Alka Verma- P.Ed Teacher (Parag Bharti Model School) 
 

Under the able guidance of Principal Ms Rashmi Raj Biswal the school is ready to 
provide handholding support to all other schools and work for enhancement with 
mutual sharing of innovations and best practices. 


